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As the guest author of the forward to ¥kld Guide to the Palms of the America, Robin Foster

nakes two bold statements: "Amazing. I thought it would be another twenty years before

;omething as useful as this came out ...
" and "This book is a shot in the arm of the study

)f palms." I could not agree more. This field guide will impact the taxonomy, ecology and

"thnobotany of palms well into the twenty-first century.

"But a field guide?" you say, "After all, the authors state at the outset, The Guide is not

1 taxonomic treatment but a field guide for nonspecialists'". However, the term "nonspe-

ialists" is not restricted to school children and casual tourists; it includes anyone who is

lot involved in systematic research on a particular group, even the Bactris specialist who

needs to provide rapid, reasonably accurate identifications of palms seen, studied, or col-

ected in the field: the ecotourist wanting to appreciate the ecosystem, the palm enthusiast

:ollecting seeds for distribution through the International Palm Society, the tropical ecolo-

;rn comprehensive monographs and, thus, a

el taxonomy of American palms in histon
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